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AN INEQUALITY FOR THE DISTRIBUTION
OF THE BROWNIAN GRADIENT FUNCTION1

BURGESS DAVIS

Abstract. The Brownian gradient function of a harmonic func-

tion u in the unit disc is shown to be distributionally about as

large as the classical area function of u. This distribution function

inequality strengthens some integral inequalities of Burkholder and

Gundy.

If u is a harmonic function on the open unit disc D the classical area

and nontangental maximal functions are defined to be, respectively,

r -|i/2

u(0)2 + Jr    Igrad u\
TJx)

Aa(u)(x) =

and

A/»(x) = sup{|U(z)|:Zero(x)},

where Ta(x) is the interior of the smallest convex region containing the

disc of radius <r<l and the point x=e'e. The Brownian analogues of

these functions are
U/2

S(u)= lu(0)2+j)gradu(B(t))\2

and

u* = sup KB(i))l,
Ogf<r

where B(t) is two dimensional Brownian motion started at 0 and t is the

first time |5(r)| = l.

It is known that for a large class of functions O, including all powers

<t>(X)=Xv, p>0, there are positive constants c, C depending only on a and

<t> but not on u such that $1* <5>(Aa(u)) dx, ft" ®(N,(u)) dx, and E<í>(S(u))

all lie between cE<b(u*) and C£0(«*), that is, the four functions are

<D-equivalent. See [1] and [2].

The two maximal functions have been shown to be still more strongly

related in [1], where it is proved that there are positive constants c' and C
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depending only on a such that, for X>0,

(1) c'P(u* >X)< m(N„(u) > X)<: C'P(u* > X).

Here the following one-sided distribution function inequality for the

area function will be proved.

Theorem 1. There is a positive constant K depending only on a such

that

(2) m(Aa(u) > KX) <¡ KP(S(u) > X)

is true ifX is a positive number and u is harmonic on D.

Inequality (2) immediately implies

(3) E<t>(A„(u)) ^ C^E^>(S(u))

for the class of functions 0 mentioned above.

The converse of (2) is easily seen to be false, for if u(x)=x then

|grad«| = l so that Aa(u)2-f-\Tr, while S(u)2=t. Thus a converse of (2)

would require P(t>C) to be 0 for some C>0. However, P(t>C)>0 for

all C>0.

The right-hand side of (1) and inequality (2) hold for harmonic func-

tions in two variables only. Burkholder and Gundy show, in a paper in

preparation, that their analogues in higher dimensions are not true.

The half-plane analogue of (2) is the following: Let Px+iy be the proba-

bility measure associated with a Brownian motion B(t) started at x+iy,

and let rj be the first time B(t) is real. For 0<<r and .y0 real, define R„(x0)

to be the cone {x+iy:y~>0, \x—x0\ <oy}. Then there is a positive constant

K', depending only on o, such that, for all u harmonic in the upper half-

plane and X>0,

f      Igrad u\2 > K'?]
Jro(x) J

^ K' sup p/vJ ñgrad u(B(t))\2 > x) dx.
yioJ-oo WO /

We omit the proof, since it is a natural extension of the disc result, using

the techniques of [1].

I want to thank Richard F. Gundy for many helpful comments.

In the following, Cl5 C2, • ■ ■ stand for positive constants depending at

most on a. We use t to indicate the first time a process hits the unit

circle. It is assumed with no essential loss of generality that w(0)=0.

If £„ denotes expectation taken with respect to the probability distribu-

tion associated with a Brownian motion B(t) started at y e D and iff is a
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nonnegative  continuous  function  on   D,  let Eyf=Ey f„ f(B(t))dt. A

formula in Hunt [5, p. 309, equation (2)] states that

Jd
(5) EJ= \ gD(y, z)f(z) dz,

Jd

where gD is the Green's function for D. If S„ is the disc of radius 2 and

center j then S„=> £> so, for each z e D, we have

foi>,;0 = &-,(*, jO = -log(|z-j|/2) = -log(||z| - |j||/2).

Substituting this inequality in (5) we have

(6) EJ S- - ¡\ log(|r - r0|/2) dr P /(reifl) d0,       |jr| - r, < 1.
Jo Jo

If lj'l=4 and ^ is the disc of radius f around _y, then /?„<= £)) s0 that,

for zei,, gD(z, y)>gRy(z, y)= -\og(4\y-z\¡3). In particular if \z\£\

then \y-z\<\ and^(z, j)=-log(|), implying

1*1/4 /"2j-

(7) £„/="       log(t)rdr     /(re¿9)de,       \y\ £ ¿.
Jo Jo

Lemma. If p is a continuous nonnegative subharmonic function on D

such that p(0)= 1 a«d // |z| _:¿ í/íé>h

P^W^^o) >Q.

Proof.   Let

g(r) - 7" P/*^) d6>       0 < r < 1,       g(0) = 1.
27T Jo

Since p is subharmonic, g(r)_/>(0)=l, 0_r<l, and g is continuous on

[0, 1) by the bounded convergence theorem. Therefore ß(rel6) =

p(re'e)/g(r) is a nonnegative, continuous function on D such that ß^p

and $1* ß(reie) ¿0=1, 0<r<l. We thus have, by (6) and (7),

(8) EJ < C„       J £ A

and

(9) £„j8 ̂  C3,       |J| ^ i.

If A is a set let 1(A) he the indicator function of A and if/is any function

defined on A but perhaps not elsewhere let $fI(A)=$A /.

Now let z0=¿. Let r¡ he the first time before t that /¡J p(^(0) dt=C3j2.
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The strong Markov property and (8) imply

Ezo \'ß(B(t)) dtl(r¡ < r) = EZ0[(Emn)ß)I(ri < r)]
Jti

< EZ0(C2I(ri < r)) = C2PZ0(r¡ < r).

Thus

amin(,.r) \ / fr \
ß(B(t)) dtj + £2oy ß(B(t)) dtl(r¡ < t)J

^ C3/2 + C2PZ0(r¡ < r).

Therefore

Pzo(jVß(0) dt ̂  C3/2J > Pzo(r] < r) ^ C3/2C2.

Since p</d, we may take C^min^^, C3¡2C2).

The hypotheses of this lemma were simplified to avoid notation.

However the analogue of (5) holds for regions R other than D and in

particular for D(a, r)={z:\z—a\<r}. Thus a proof exactly like the proof

just given can be made to show that if y is the first time \B(t)—a\=r and

if q is a nonnegative subharmonic function on D(a, r) then

(10) P,(j\(B(t)) dt ^ Cxq(a)r^j > Q,       \y - a\ < r/4.

If ra is the first time that \B(t)\=a then B(ra) is uniformly distributed

on the circle {z:|z|=a} under P0. Thus, if D(a, r)c D,

P0(\B(t) - a\ = r for some i, 0 ^ t < t)

(11) = P0(B(0 e £>(a, r) for some i, 0 <! í < t)

^ P0(B(ra) e D(a, r)) ^ 2r\2ira ^ t/tt.

Let g stand for Igrad u\2. Let v be the first time \B(t)—a\=r\A and /*

the first time after v but before \B(t)—a\>r that /^(P^^C^ta).

The strong Markov property, (10) and (11) imply

^g(B(t))I(D(a, r)) dt ^ Cir2g(a)jP0{)j(B(t))I(D(a,r))dt

(12) ^ E0(Pmv)(f* < r)I(v < r))

^ E0(CxI(v < r))

=  CxP0(v  < T) ^  CxTJlT.

Let Pq be the probability associated with conditional Brownian motion

starting at 0 and conditioned by the restriction B(r)=e*e. Conditional
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processes of this type have been discussed by Doob in [3] and [4]. The

following is a conditional version of Theorem 1 and thus immediately

implies it.

Theorem 2.   Pe0(S2(u)>C5Al(eie))>C5.

Proof.   Assume with no loss of generality that 0=0. Let

Tn = {ze rff(l): 1 - 2~" < |z| < 1 - 2-"+1},   « > 1,

and let an be a point of the closure of Tn such thatg(an)=sup{g(z):z e Tn}.

Since for some constant C6, and all n, area Tn^Ce2~2n, we have

f   g(x)dx^Csg(an)2-^
J^B

SO

Alil) - f.oo    S(x) dx^2 C«g(an)2-2".
JU      Tn x

Thus either 2? C6g(a^n)2-in or 2i Cig(a2n_x)2-"n+2 is at least half of

Al(l). Suppose without loss of generality it is the former. Let p2k be the

first time before t that

g(B(t))I(D(au, 2-2k~2)) dt = Cxg(aik)2-ik~\
Jo

If z e D then the density of B(t) under Pz on the unit circle is given by

the Poisson kernel

P(z, eie) = (27r)-1((l - |z|2)/|z - e'Y).

This is discussed in [3]. If y e D(a2k, 2"2k~2) then, since a2k e T2k, y

satisfies |j|_l—2_2*+2 and \y—l\^C72"2k, so the Poisson kernel satisfies

(13) P(y, 1) > C822*,       y e D(a2k, 2~2k~2).

Let P2k(0, e'e) be the density of B(r)I(p2k<r) under P0. Then since

B(p2k) e D(a2k, 2~2k~2), (12), (13), and the strong Markov property imply

P2k(0, 1) = E0(P(B(p2k), l)l(p2k < t))

= Cs22kP0(p2k <t)> C¿lkCx2-2k-2ln = Cn.

Since P(0. 1)= 1/2tt. we have that

(14) P°0(p.,k < r) = P,k(0, 1)/P(0, 1) = C9/(27r)-1 = C,0.
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Now if/=2"=i C1g(a2k)2-^I(p2k<r), we have

(£»/2)1/2 ̂  sup l/l ^ J Cxg(a2k)2-lk-\
*=i

while

Elf = J g(a2s)2-4fc-4Po(^2fc < t) ^ C10 J g(a2,)2-4J:-4.

Thus(£S/2)1/2^Cn£00/, which impliesPu(/^C12£00/)^C12.(SeeZygmund,

[6, Chapter V, 8.26].)
Since the circles D(a2k, 2~2k~2), k=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , are disjoint we have

S\u) ^ J íg(B(t))I(Da2k, 2-2*-2) dt ^ J C1g(a2,)2-4*-4/(iu2i < r) = /,
fc=l J k=x

and since ^2(1)^C13£S/

P0°(S2(«) ^ C12CWX*(1)) ^ C12.

Thus the C5 in the statement of the theorem may be taken to be

min(C12, Cx2C13). The proof is complete.
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